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ABSTRACT Knowledge of the mechanical properties of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is essential to understand the role of
dsDNA looping in gene regulation and the mechanochemistry of molecular machines that operate on dsDNA. Here, we use a
newly developed tool, force sensors with optical readout, to measure the forces inside short, strained loops composed of both
dsDNA and single-stranded DNA. By varying the length of the loops and their proportion of dsDNA, it was possible to vary their
internal forces from 1 pN to .20 pN. Surprisingly, internal loop forces changed erratically as the amount of dsDNA was
increased for a given loop length, with the effect most notable in the smallest loop (57 nucleotides). Monte Carlo simulations
based on the helical wormlike chain model accurately predict internal forces when more than half of the loop is dsDNA but fail
otherwise. Mismatches engineered into the double-stranded regions increased flexibility, suggesting that Watson-Crick basepaired
dsDNA can withstand high compressive forces without recourse to multibase melts. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy further
excluded transient melting (microsecond to millisecond duration) as a mechanism for relief of compressive forces in the tested
dsDNAs. DNA loops with integrated force sensors may allow the comprehensive mapping of the elasticity of short dsDNAs as a
function of both sequence and salt.

INTRODUCTION

Acute bending of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) occurs

commonly in biology. Intermediates in prokaryotic tran-

scription initiation (1) often consist of highly strained loops

of dsDNA interacting with several proteins. Such DNA

looping increases the local concentration of protein, allows

distal binding sites to act synergistically, and may decrease

noise in statistical occupancy of binding sites (2). Sharply

bent DNA is also present in nucleosomes, where 147 base-

pairs (bp) of DNA are tightly spooled in ;1.7 turns around

the octameric histone complex (3). Local bend angles can be

as high as 160� over 35 bp, as in the DNA-protein complex

formed when the integration host factor protein binds to its

dsDNA recognition site (4).

Despite the importance of bent DNA, the magnitude of

force required to significantly bend it is unknown. Although

extensive experimental and theoretical studies of DNA have

revealed the elasticity of kilobase-length DNA chains (5,6),

the elasticity of shorter DNA is not as well understood. Re-

cent experimental (7,8) and theoretical studies (9,10) have

suggested that dsDNA may be more flexible at small length

scales than predicted by the conventional wormlike chain

(WLC) model. Cloutier and Widom (7) recently found that

DNA of ;100 bp cyclized as much as five orders of mag-

nitude more readily than expected from classical elasticity

theory. By contrast, Vologodskii and coworkers (11), who

performed similar experiments, found the cyclization effi-

ciency of small DNAmolecules to be in good agreement with

traditional models of DNA bending, albeit with a shorter

assumed persistence length (lP � 47 nm) than found in other

experiments (lP� 53 nm) (6). Thus, the forces that develop in

dsDNA as it is mechanically deformed remain to be char-

acterized, especially if it is severely bent on length scales

much smaller than its persistence length.

Two main technical difficulties have precluded direct

measurement of these forces. First, synthesis of dsDNA loops

less than lP in circumference is nontrivial because the for-

mation of such loops is energetically unfavorable. Such loops

have thus far been synthesized primarily by the circular li-

gation of short dsDNA. This method has been utilized in

DNA cyclization experiments (7,12), which probe the fre-

quency of spontaneous fluctuations that bring dsDNA chain

ends into close proximity. T4 DNA ligase marks such events

by rapidly linking chain ends, resulting in the formation of

short double-stranded loops. Because low starting concen-

trations are necessary for a significant conversion of linear

reactants to loops (instead of linear concatemers), however,

the absolute concentration of DNA loops produced is often

in the subnanomolar range, with decreasing yields for loops

of decreasing size.

The second barrier to characterizing the forces needed to

acutely bend short DNAs is the lack of good tools to measure

internal forces. Conventional force-measuring technologies

such as optical tweezers (13) or atomic force microscopy (14)

are well suited for measuring tensile forces, not compressive

forces, and also are better suited for DNA molecules on the

kilobase length scale. Although cyclization assays can provide
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information on the average length, helical repeat, curvature,

and bending and twisting flexibility inside a bent DNA circle

(12), they become unfeasible for very short strands of dsDNA

and do not directly provide information on the forces expe-

rienced within the loop.

Force sensors with optical readout (15) in combination

with an enzymatic circularization approach allow us to by-

pass the difficulties outlined above and to measure the in-

ternal force in acutely bent DNA. We previously showed that

single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) with a dye at each end can be

used to measure forces in the piconewton range via changes

in FRET (Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (16)) effi-

ciency, EFRET, as the spring is stretched. If force is applied

to the sensor, the distance between the two dyes increases,

thus decreasing EFRET. Applying a series of known external

forces and measuring the resultant EFRET empirically cali-

brates the sensor and subsequently makes it possible to

optically report forces in the range 0–20 pN (15).

Here, we report EFRET and infer internal forces for ;50

different constructs composed of a loop of ssDNA with two

attached fluorophores, annealed to varying lengths of com-

plementary DNA to form a partially ssDNA, partially dsDNA

loop. We established the dependence of EFRET and force on

loop length and the length of the double-stranded region and

found that forces of 2–3 pN develop in DNA loops of 101

bases, whereas forces .20 pN develop if the loop size is

reduced to 57 bases. These force and FRET efficiency scales

quantitatively match predictions of a simple microscopic

model that represents segments of ssDNA and dsDNA as

fluctuating elastic filaments. Results from simulation and

experiment suggest that dsDNA melting is neither frequent

nor long-lived, despite compressive forces exceeding 20 pN.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis, purification, and annealing of
loop constructs

Dual-fluorophore labeled oligonucleotides of lengths 57, 81, and 101 bases

(sequences given in the Supplementary Material) were circularized with

CircLigase ssDNA Ligase (CL4115K, Epicentre, Madison, WI). Each oli-

gonucleotide contained a conserved force-sensing region consisting of the

same sequence of 10 bases separating the fluorophores Cy3 and Cy5. For the

polyethylene glycol (PEG) analog, the 10 intervening bases were replaced

with a PEG linker of approximately the same size. It was otherwise identical

to the 57-base oligonucleotide and experimentally treated in the same way.

Reactions were carried out in 20-ml volumes, combining 300 Units of

CircLigase with 50 pmol oligonucleotides and incubating for 1 h at 60�C.
The circular ligase was then inactivated by heating the reactants to 80�C for

10 min. The 57-, 81-, and 101-base loops were purified from 18%, 10%, or

8% TBE-Urea PAGE gels, respectively.

For some experiments, the purified, dually labeled loops were annealed to

complementary oligonucleotides (sequences available in the Supplementary

Material). The 100 nM loops were annealed to 1 mM complementary oli-

gonucleotides in 13 TBE buffer, 50 mM NaCl. Annealing mixtures were

cooled from 95�C to 4�C over 3 h (81-, 101-base constructs) or from 80�C to

4�C over 90 min (57-base constructs) and then stored at 4�C.
Not all dsDNA lengths are realizable: the force-sensing region between

fluorophores must remain single stranded (at least 12 bases must remain

single stranded), and the complementary strand must efficiently anneal (gel-

mobility shift assays revealed that the annealing efficiency dropped sharply

for complements shorter than ;20 nt (Supplementary Fig. S1, B and C)).

These constraints limited the dsDNA length in each loop to 21–43 bp (57-

base loop), 21–67 bp (81-base loop), and 21–87 bp (101-base loop).

Bulk FRET efficiencies

Fluorescence emission spectra for each sample were taken, and EFRET was

extracted by dividing the intensities of donor and acceptor dyes as previously

described (15,17). EFRET was corrected for incomplete donor labeling and for

incomplete annealing (details available in the Supplementary Material). All

FRET experiments were done at 25�C. For each construct, the quantum yield

of the donor was measured using an analogous construct with only the donor

fluorophore (Cy3). In addition, the overlap integral was measured, and

combined with the quantum yield measurements, the bulk FRET efficiencies

were transformed into a common Förster radius (R0) basis, referred to as

EFRET* , for the purpose of conversion to forces. (Details of this calculation are

given in the Supplementary Material.)

Obtaining forces from FRET data

The original, single-molecule data of Shroff et al. (15) were fit to a three-

parameter exponential in Sigmaplot (version 10.0, Systat Software, San Jose,

CA), EFRET ¼ EN1ðE0 � ENÞe�F=Fchar where F is the force (in piconewtons),

and the efficiency at infinite force EN, the efficiency at zero force E0, and
the characteristic force Fchar are free parameters. The best-fit values for these

parameters were EN ¼ 0.34, E0 ¼ 0.73, and Fchar ¼ 4 pN. This empirical

formula was inverted to obtain the force as a function of FRET efficiency. The

bulk FRET efficiencies, corrected for variations in R0, were then used to calcu-
late the forces induced in each construct: F� ¼ FcharlnðE0 � EN=EFRET

� �ENÞ:
Errors in the initial three-parameter fit were propagated to reported errors

in forces and FRET efficiencies. Initial single-molecule calibration exper-

iments were done in T50 buffer (15) and bulk fluorescence experiments

in 13 TBE, 50 mM NaCl. Control bulk fluorescence experiments indicate

no difference in EFRET as measured in the two buffers.

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) measurements were performed

using a custom confocal fluorescence microscope described previously (18),

with minor modifications. The pinhole diameter was 75 mm, and the laser

power was 5 mW before the objective. Cy3 emission autocorrelation mea-

surements for constructs with Cy3 and Cy5 and for loop constructs con-

taining only Cy3 were performed at room temperature. Samples were diluted

to 500 pM in filtered T50 buffer (10 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). FCS

measurements were taken for 30 s and averaged over 10 runs. Autocorre-

lation functions for the two dye constructs were averaged (N¼ 3) and divided

by the average of those with one dye construct (N ¼ 3).

Monte Carlo simulations

We performed Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations without any free pa-

rameters for each of the experimental constructs. DNA was represented as a

WLC discretized at the level of a single nucleotide, with ssDNA nucleotides

and dsDNA bp distinguished by different contour lengths and persistence

lengths. Fluorophores were coarse-grained to single spheres tethered by a

1-nm linker to their ssDNA attachment site. Our Hamiltonian included DNA

bending elasticity, twist elasticity, and volume interactions. We sampled

thermal fluctuations of model DNA loops using standard Metropolis Monte

Carlo methods. Trial displacements preserving geometric constraints included

‘‘crankshaft rotations’’ and twist rotations. We calculated EFRET by averag-

ing the standard Förster efficiency formula over the computed equilibrium
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distribution of fluorophore separations. Parameters R0 and ssDNA persistence

length (lssP ) were fit through calibration to previous single-molecule force ex-

periments (details available in the Supplementary Material).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General properties of the strained loops

We synthesized and purified 42 stable constructs consisting

of a particular ssDNA loop (57-, 87-, or 101-base loop) an-

nealed to a particular length of complementary ssDNA (Fig.

1 A). The flexibility of each construct was tuned by annealing
different lengths of complementary DNA to the loop. The

bulk EFRET for each of these constructs is shown in Fig. 1 B.
The variability within a particular FRET measurement was

small, and repeated trials on independent samples led to

EFRET values that generally agreed to within 0.01 efficiency

units. In general, EFRET increased as loop length increased

(Fig. 1 B), as expected from the entropic elasticity of ssDNA

and the distance dependence of EFRET: longer stretches of

ssDNA exert larger restoring forces that keep the fluoro-

phores in closer proximity, increasing the efficiency of en-

ergy transfer.

Because identical force sensor sequences were used in the

previous calibration experiments and in the constructs used

here, the induced internal force can be estimated from the

measured bulk EFRET by calculating the force using the

previous force-efficiency calibration (15) (see also Methods).

Because our loop constructs execute substantial fluctuations,

force values inferred from calibration measurements are ap-

proximations of the average forces experienced by the sensor

region. Specifically, a force calculated in this way represents

the single value of tension on the sensor region that would

yield the same average EFRET as observed for the fluctuating

loop. To the extent that EFRET is a convex function of tension

in our previous single-molecule experiments, the force values

we report underestimate actual ensemble averages. Monte

Carlo simulations suggest a magnitude of ;1–5 pN for this

systematically downward bias (Supplementary Material and

Fig. S2).

On conversion of each EFRET to a force, we found that a

maximum internal force.20 pN was induced in the smallest

loop, whereas the largest loop we examined had a maximum

induced internal force of only 3.1 6 0.9 pN (Fig. 1 C).

Detailed properties of the strained loops

We next examined the detailed behavior of EFRET as a

function of loop length and dsDNA length (Fig. 2 A). As
expected, for a fixed dsDNA length (e.g., 35 bp), EFRET in-

creased with loop length. However, for a given loop length

(e.g., 57 bases) the EFRET-versus-dsDNA length relationship

was unexpectedly complex. Basic, but incomplete, mechan-

ical considerations imply that increasing the dsDNA length

within a given loop length should monotonically reduce

EFRET because such an increase in dsDNA length ought to be

accompanied by an increase in overall stiffness in the loop.

FIGURE 1 (A) Experimental schematic. ssDNA oligos

containing force sensors are circularized with a single-

stranded ligase. Variation of internal force is achieved by

annealing different lengths of complementary DNA to the

loops. FRET allows readout of the forces induced in the

loop. Circles, FRET dyes; pink, ssDNA; gold, dsDNA. (B)

EFRET for three different loop lengths, annealed to a variety

of complement lengths. Each point corresponds to a

distinct construct. (C) Forces corresponding to the data in

B after correction for differences in R0 between constructs.

The forces for the indicated 57-mer data points are beyond

the upper bound, as the corresponding EFRET* values were

below the calibration range of our optical force sensor.
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Instead, EFRET changed nonmonotonically as a function of

increasing dsDNA length for all three loop lengths, with the

magnitude of the nonmonotonicity most pronounced for the

81- and 57-base loops. An overall downward trend of EFRET

versus dsDNA length is evident in the 101- and 81-base

loops, but both 81- and 57-base loops displayed pronounced

local maxima. Although there may appear to be a ‘‘period’’

in the 81- and 57-base loops suggestively similar to the

helical repeat of canonical B-DNA (10.5 bp), a power spec-

trum analysis reveals no strong signal (data not shown). We

note that any periodic component in the FRET signal (pre-

sumably arising from dsDNA helicity) would be convolved

with several aperiodic components and thus would be un-

likely to show a strong signal in such an analysis.

It was possible that the nonmonotonic trends we observed

were caused by photophysical variations of the FRET dyes

between the different constructs. Such variations could result

in different values of the Förster radius, R0, which would

consequently result in different values of EFRET for each

construct. To address this issue, we measured the fluores-

cence quantum yield and overlap integral for each experi-

mental construct as well the fluorescence anisotropy for

many 57-base loop constructs (Supplementary Figs. S4–S6).

There was little variation from construct to construct except

for the 57-base loop with small nD (the number of double-

stranded DNA bp). These data were used to calculate EFRET* ,

an approximation of EFRET corrected for differences in R0

(Fig. 2 B, see the Supplementary Material for details of the

calculation). The overall trends in our data are unaffected by

corrections for differences in R0.

We next examined the role of possible ssDNA artifacts.

We attempted to preclude secondary structure formation

in the ssDNA region by appropriate sequence design. Nev-

ertheless, ssDNA is a complicated polymer with signifi-

cant nonlocal interactions when weakly stretched and with

sequence-dependent mechanical properties (19). We con-

structed an analog of the 57-base loop with a PEG-based

linker (Supplementary Material) replacing ssDNA between

the two fluorophores. The inert PEG linker prevents nonlocal

interactions (e.g., secondary structure formation) within the

force sensor and between the force sensor and other elements

of the construct. The length of the PEG linker was chosen

to replicate the contour length of the ssDNA sensor as closely

as possible.

The goals of these control experiments were not to perform

a quantitative force comparison with the ssDNA-based sen-

sor (which is not possible because we lack the required em-

pirical force-versus-EFRET curve for the PEG-based sensor)

but to validate the ability of ssDNA to measure force in this

geometry and to compare the overall shape of the curves. We

found that the EFRET-versus-dsDNA length curve for the

PEG-based sensor had a strikingly similar pattern to the curve

obtained for the ssDNA-based sensor (Fig. S3 and Supple-

mentary Material). The similarity between these patterns

suggests that the ssDNA-based force sensor indeed measures

the mechanics of the ss/dsDNA material outside the sensor

region and that the pattern we observe is not simply a result of

nonlocal interactions within the force-sensing region. These

experiments do not rule out nonlocal interactions involving

the remaining ssDNA (between the force sensor and the ds

region), which would be expected to be most prominent in

larger loops and shorter dsDNA lengths.

Rationalizing FRET data with molecular models

FRET measurements report on force experienced by the

ssDNA sensor, but they do not provide a detailed view of

microscopic structure in either single-stranded or double-

stranded regions of our loop constructs. To infer such details

from our data, we have explored the statistical mechanics of

several microscopic models for ssDNA and dsDNA. Pre-

dictions of these models clarify the possible contributions of

DNA flexibility, helicity, excluded volume, and force-in-

duced melting to the observable quantity EFRET.

DNA models with different levels of microscopic resolu-

tion offer distinct advantages. At one extreme, atomically

FIGURE 2 (A) FRET efficiencies for each construct as a function of

complement length. Experimental data are shown as individual points; the

lines between points are shown only to guide the eye. The 57-mer data are

from five independent measurements; means and SD are shown. Most 81

and 101 measurements were repeated at least once. (B) Corresponding FRET

efficiencies when transformed into a common R0 basis.
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detailed representations include all classical degrees of free-

dom whose energetics and thermal fluctuations could shape

mechanical response. Computational requirements, however,

typically restrict the study of such models by molecular

dynamics to small DNA molecules (usually dodecamers,

although larger constructs have recently been simulated (20))

and short time scales (hundreds to thousands of nanosec-

onds). The size of our DNA constructs precludes gathering

statistically meaningful results from this approach. In contrast,

reduced models, which explicitly represent only a subset of

microscopic degrees of freedom, permit exhaustive statistical

characterization. Moreover, the effects of incorporating or

omitting specific fluctuations can help reveal their importance

and susceptibility to forces. Coarse-grained models for DNA

at the level of individual bp have been employed in many

contexts (21), notably for rationalizing results of cyclization

experiments described in the Introduction (22).

Because dsDNA segments of our constructs are shorter

than a single persistence length, and ssDNA segments are

much longer than their own persistence length, the crudest

coarse-grained model would represent the double-stranded

region as a rigidly straight rod, and the single-stranded region

as an ideal random walk connecting the rod’s ends. As nD
increases in this model, the single-stranded region becomes

both shorter and more highly strained, leading to a monotonic

increase in fluorophore separation and a concomitant de-

crease in EFRET. This model (details presented in the Sup-

plementary Material) captures the generally downward trend

of EFRET as a function of nD for the 101- and 81-base loops,

but its numerical predictions contrast dramatically with ex-

periment for large nD (Fig. 3, rigid rod). In that limit, rigidly

straight dsDNA corresponds to nearly vanishing EFRET,

whereas measured values do not fall below 0.3 for any con-

struct. Substantial energy transfer for large nD thus indicates

that the molecules we generated, as designed, are under

sufficient force to induce appreciable curvature in the dsDNA

helical axis.

Buckling of dsDNA generates nonmonotonic
EFRET even in simple models

Moving beyond the rigid rod model for our loop constructs

requires a quantitative description of dsDNA bending. The

WLC (23), a fluctuating elastic rod of fixed contour length, is

a common and reasonable choice for this purpose. Under

compression, a short WLC segment acts much as a zero-

temperature elastic rod. In particular, it buckles with high

probability under compressive forces greater than a threshold

value (24) and becomes extremely susceptible to additional

force. Although attachment of ssDNAwill additionally apply

shear forces to the double helix, our estimates suggest that

they are small in magnitude relative to compressive forces

(see the Supplementary Material); we neglect their effects in

this discussion. The Euler buckling force decreases with a

chain’s contour length, so that longer stretches of buckled

dsDNA are in fact softer than shorter stretches. This fact

underlies a surprising prediction of the WLC model for our

experiments (see the Supplementary Material): when the

internal force of a loop is sufficient to appreciably bend the

double-stranded segment, EFRET is an increasing function of

nD (Fig. 3, buckled rod).
Although our experimental data exhibit ranges of nD over

which EFRET increases, none of the constructs crosses over

from decreasing to increasing EFRET in a way that would

signal an abrupt buckling transition. Nevertheless, the

physics of buckling strongly shapes the behavior of more

sophisticated models, whose predictions for large nD agree

quite well with our measurements.

FIGURE 3 Detailed behavior of EFRET as a function of complement

length, experiments, and model predictions. Shown are experimental data

(black squares), simple analytic models (buckled rod, blue lines; rigid rod,

green lines), and MC simulations (red points, mean 6 2 SE). Both analytic

and simulation results use R0 inferred from photophysical measurements for

each construct: (A) 57-base loop, (B) 81-base loop, and (C) 101-base loop.

The x and y axis scales are identical for each panel.
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Statistical mechanics of backbone bending and
helix twisting explain several prominent features
of our data for loops under high force

The most detailed representation of DNA we considered re-

solves the spatial arrangement of bases, the chemical linkage of

FRET fluorophores, and helicity of the double-stranded region.

Finer aspects of molecular structure appear only implicitly, as

in the local susceptibility of ssDNA to bending and of dsDNA

to bending and twisting. Using Monte Carlo methods, we

thoroughly sampled thermal fluctuations of thismodel for each

loop construct investigated in the laboratory. From histograms

of fluorophore separation, we calculated EFRET according to

standard formulas (see the Supplementary Material).

With no free parameters, these WLC calculations capture

both the scale of EFRET and its weak dependence on nD for all

three loops at higher dsDNA lengths (Fig. 3). These results do

not significantly change after correcting for variations in R0
across constructs (Fig. S8). Although these numerical results

manifest asymptotic trends suggested by the simpler models

described above, they agree with the experiments much more

favorably for all values of nD and for all loop sizes. Details

described by our computational model but neglected in those

simple calculations (including dsDNA helicity and the size of

fluorophore linkers) thus influence EFRET considerably. The

scale of variations in EFRET captured by our simulations of 81-

and 101-base loops, with no free parameters (Fig. 3, B and C),
matches the experimental data with an accuracy rarely achieved

for numerical prediction of EFRET in biophysical systems. Cal-

culated EFRET deviates from measurements most noticeably for

instances of the 57-base loop under weak forces (Fig. 3 A).
Because these constructs are comprised mainly of ssDNA, and

their internal forces are not expected to bend dsDNA appre-

ciably, we attribute the deviations to a neglect of nonlocal at-

tractions between different regions of ssDNA.

A simple model of dsDNA twist predicts local maxima in

EFRET at integer multiples of the helical repeat nrot and local

minima at half-integer multiples (see the Supplementary Ma-

terial). Our FRET measurements for the short loop exhibit an

oscillatory component with a period suggestively similar to nrot
(Fig. 2). In contrast to our model and our simulations, however,

the EFRET maxima of this component do not lie at integer

multiples of nrot but instead at half-integer multiples. This dis-

crepancy could result from dynamic fraying of the ends of the ds

regions, which has been observed by NMR (25). Control ex-

periments with Exonuclease I (which degrades ssDNA) were

able to neither confirm nor preclude the presence of fraying

(data not shown). If such fraying is present, it can be approxi-

mated as converting end dsDNAbp into ssDNAandwould shift

our simulation curve to larger nD by the number of frayed bases.

dsDNA does not appear to melt with high
probability under sharp bending

Results of some cyclization experiments discussed in the

Introduction have been interpreted to indicate that dsDNA

responds to compressive force by ‘‘bubbling’’ or locally

‘‘melting’’ (10). The possibility of such melting is notably

absent in our models, which assume complete hybridization

of loop and complement. When one basepair within the ds

region was converted to unpaired single bases in our model,

calculated EFRET increased considerably (from 0.39 to 0.52

for the 57-base loop with 39-nt complement, data not shown),

degrading agreement with experiment.

Melting can be similarly imposed in experiments by use of

strands of DNA that are not entirely complementary to the

loop. If melting occurred with high probability in perfectly

complementary constructs, then introducing mismatched

bases at likely melting sites should not change EFRET sig-

nificantly. On the contrary, forced melts at the center of the

39-base ds region of our shortest, most strained loop (57-

base) greatly increased EFRET, corresponding to a reduction

of force in the loop (Fig. 4 A). EFRET increased from 0.40 (no

defect) to 0.49 (three-base defect), and the corresponding

forces dropped from 4.86 1.3 pN (no defect) to 3.96 1.1 pN

(three-base defect). The force for the three-base mismatch

construct is lower than any forces determined for the defect-

free constructs of the same loop length (Fig. 1 C). This fact
suggests that Watson-Crick basepaired DNA can withstand

relatively high compressive forces (.20 pN) without sus-

tained multibase unpairing like that expressly engineered into

our controlled three-base defect construct.

No evidence for melting transitions on a wide
range of timescales

These results give us qualitative information about the relative

probabilities of fully basepaired andmelted conformations, but

they do not address the absolute time scales of melting and

hybridization.When these interconversions occur, they should

produce dynamic fluctuations in fluorescence intensity. Sin-

gle-molecule FCS measures the time correlation function of

such intensity fluctuations, which should decay on the time-

scale of interconversion kinetics. Previous FCS experiments

have found relaxation lifetimes for B-DNA melting in the

range of 30–100 ms (26), whereas NMR experiments found

lifetimes on the order of 0.5–50 ms (27).

With an instrument similar to those previously reported (28),

we investigated the same 57-base loop with 39-base ds region

studied in Fig. 4 A. Fluctuations in fluorescence intensity from
our constructs arise from two sources: the diffusive fluctua-

tions of molecules as they enter and exit the excitation volume

and fluctuations from conformational changes in themolecules

themselves. The diffusive fluctuations were accounted for by

measuring the autocorrelation function for control loops with

only one (donor) dye, G1D(t). Dividing the autocorrelation

function for the loops with both dyes, GBD(t), byG1D(t) gave
the contribution from conformational dynamics (such as from

melting/hybridizing) in our loops.

We did not detect decay of fluorescence intensity correla-

tions on time scales accessible to our instrument: specifically,
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the quotient of autocorrelation functions GBD(t)/G1D(t) (Fig.
4 B, top), was constant over the timescales 1–1000 ms (Fig. 4
B, bottom). The sum of melting and hybridization rates

therefore falls well outside the range previously reported for

unstrained dsDNA. Because the controlled-defect measure-

ments indicate a low probability of melts, a large increase in

relaxation rate would require dramatically accelerated hy-

bridization kinetics, which seems unlikely under large strain.

Bending DNA therefore appears to slow these conformational

transitions at least 10-fold without a strong bias for melting

over hybridization.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, a new method for both applying and reading

out forces in short stretches of DNA is presented. Molecules

comprising mainly dsDNA experience large forces under

cyclization, registering forces in the range 3 pN (for the

longest loop of 101 bases) to.20 pN (for the shortest loop of

57 bases). Dependence of these forces on loop length is

consistent with the statistical mechanics of a simple WLC

model for fluctuations in DNA conformation. Bending-in-

duced disruption of basepairing in dsDNA is therefore not

needed to explain the magnitude of internal forces that de-

velop in short-loop constructs.

For each loop length, force developed in a complicated

way with increasing fraction of dsDNA. Irregular base-to-

base variations suggest an intriguing sensitivity to nucleotide

sequence, which could be exploited to study sequence-de-

pendent bending rigidity (29). Nonmonotonic trends in force

as a function of complement length mirror the modulation of

computed forces by backbone twisting around the helical axis

of dsDNA.

The quantitative connections we have established between

experiment and theory are not trivial consequences of loop

geometry, as illustrated by the failure of simple mechanical

estimates. Only by thoroughly sampling the range of thermal

fluctuations in dsDNA conformation could we reasonably

reproduce measured values of FRET efficiency. A better

account of detailed variations in force might be obtained from

a more elaborate model that includes nonlocal ssDNA inter-

actions, sequence-dependent elasticity, bending anisotropy,

FIGURE 4 Engineered melt and transient melt experiments. (A) FRET efficiency (top) and force (bottom) measurements for 57-mer loop, 39-base annealed

construct with 0, 1, or 3 base mismatches. Mean6 SD are shown for five independent measurements. (B) FCS measurements. (Top) Autocorrelation functions

for 57-mer loop, 39-base annealed complement with both or one dye attached. (Bottom) Division of autocorrelations.
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and twist-bend coupling, as well as fraying and low-

probability melting events. The coarse description we have

employed, lacking any freely adjustable parameters, is none-

theless a remarkably successful representation given the short

length scales and high forces involved.

The methodology presented here may prove generally

useful in studying the effect of substrate prestrain on DNA

binding proteins. Although the effect of substrate-induced

strain has been studied for some systems (30,31), the ability

to ‘‘dial in’’ a specific amount of prestrain into the substrate is

still desirable. Introduction of a binding site would allow

each of the constructs that we studied to provide a unique

prestrained substrate to a DNA binding protein and may

also permit studies of the effect of substrate tension on the

mechanochemistry of molecular machines.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

To view all of the supplemental files associated with this

article, visit www.biophysj.org.
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